High-performance flexible waveguide-integrated photodetectors
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Mechanically flexible photonic devices are essential building blocks for novel bio-integrated optoelectronic systems, wearable sensors, and flexible consumer electronics. Here we describe the design and experimental demonstration of high-performance flexible semiconductor nanomembrane photodetectors integrated with single-mode chalcogenide glass waveguides. Through a combination of a waveguide-integrated architecture to enhance light–matter interactions and mechanical engineering of multilayer configurations to suppress strains, the detector devices exhibit record optical and mechanical performance. The devices feature a noise equivalent power as low as 0.02 pW · Hz^{1/2}, a linear dynamic range exceeding 70 dB, and a 3-dB bandwidth of 1.4 GHz, all measured at 1530 nm wavelength. The devices withstand 1000 bending cycles at a submillimeter radius without degradation in their optoelectronic responses. These metrics represent significant improvements over state-of-the-art flexible photodetectors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, emerging applications of mechanically flexible photonic systems have flourished in fields encompassing short-reach data communications [1–3], stress monitoring [4–6], wearable devices [7–9], implantable sensors [10–12], optical tuning [13–15], and roll-to-roll photonic manufacturing [16–19]. Flexible photodetectors, an essential component for such systems, have thus received significant developmental attention and research efforts in the scientific community. To meet the demands of the aforementioned applications, a successful flexible photodetector design necessarily mandates both mechanical ruggedness and superior optical performance such as high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and fast response. To date, flexible photodetector devices have been implemented based on several material platforms, including organic polymers [20–23], nanowires or nanotubes [24–30], 2D materials [31–34], perovskites [35–38], and semiconductor nanomembranes (NMs) [39–43]. Supplement 1 (Table S1) highlights state-of-the-art flexible photodetector devices fabricated from these material systems. Unfortunately, few material platforms can simultaneously meet the mechanical and optical performance requirements of robust high-performance applications. For instance, organic polymers are inherently flexible; however, their inferior electronic and thermal properties limit the stability and performance of resulting devices. On the other hand, while nanowires are mechanically compliant, efficient optical coupling into a single nanowire is challenging. Using nanowire ensembles eases device integration and optical interfacing, albeit at the expense of carrier transport characteristics. Semiconductor NMs, single crystal slices with sub-micrometer thickness that inherit the singular optoelectronic quality of their parent semiconductor materials, are particularly promising for high-performance detector fabrication. Nevertheless, NM devices realized thus far only exhibit limited mechanical flexibility with minimum bending radii no less than a few millimeters.

Here we demonstrated waveguide-integrated flexible photodetectors based on In_{0.53}Ga_{0.47}As (InGaAs) NMs that boast exceptional optical performances in terms of SNR, speed, and linear range, as well as extraordinary mechanical flexibility and robustness, capable of sustaining repeated deformation at a sub-millimeter bending radius without measurable degradation. Such performances benefit from a unique combination of a single-mode waveguide-integrated configuration and a multilayer mechanical design building on the multi-neutral-axis (MNA) theory [44–46]. Compared to their free-space counterparts, waveguide-integrated detectors not only facilitate planar photonic integration, but also offer a significant performance advantage in
terms of speed and SNR [47]. In waveguide-integrated detectors, the carrier collection path and the light propagation direction are orthogonal, thereby circumventing the trade-off between bandwidth and quantum efficiency. In addition, the small detector size enabled by a single-mode waveguide coupling design is conducive to low noise operation of the device, as the most commonly encountered detector noise sources (shot noise, Johnson noise, and generation-recombination noise) all scale with the detector active volume. While waveguide-integrated flexible detectors have previously been realized, these devices operate exclusively with large-core multi-mode waveguides [48–50]. Our work represents the first demonstration of single-mode waveguide-integrated flexible detectors that fully capture the SNR and bandwidth advantages of waveguide-integrated architectures.

In optimizing the mechanical design for such structures, we applied for the first time the MNA theory to NM optoelectronic devices to confer unprecedented mechanical flexibility and ruggedness to the candidate system. In our case, the design implements a multilayer structure comprising laminae with a giant elastic modulus contrast to release strains exerted on the active detector NM, thereby eliminating deleterious effects resulting from mechanical failure of NMs during repeated bending deformation [44–46].

The following sections detail the design, fabrication, and characterization results of the device.

2. DEVICE DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND CHARACTERIZATION

The detector fabrication combines III-V die-to-wafer bonding and direct chalcogenide glass (ChG) waveguide fabrication, where the former provides high active material quality and the latter significantly simplifies the integration process by eliminating the need for a second hybrid transfer or bonding step. Figure 1(a) schematically illustrates the fabrication process flow of the waveguide-integrated metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) photodetector. The process starts with an oxide-coated silicon wafer (Silicon Quest International) as the handler substrate. A SU-8 epoxy (Microchem SU-8 2005) film, which acts as both the under cladding and an adhesive bonding agent, was spin coated and soft baked at 95°C for 2 min. The SU-8 film was then flood exposed with a dose of 53 mJ/cm², half of the manufacturer prescribed value, such that the epoxy is only partially cross-linked. This step ensures that the epoxy can still flow during the subsequent bonding step. An InP die (diced into 2 cm × 1 cm chips) with an epitaxially grown InGaAs active layer was bonded onto the Si wafer with the epi-layer facing the SU-8 epoxy using a home-built pressure loader. The detailed epi-layer sequence is listed in Supplement 1 (Table S2). The bonding process was carried out at 90°C for 20 min followed by 150°C for 20 min in a vacuum oven. The pressure loader and the sample were furnace cooled to room temperature, during which they remained in the vacuum oven to avoid cracking in the epi-layer. The InP substrate was removed by mechanical lapping followed by wet chemical etching, leaving behind a NM consisting of the InGaAs absorber and an InAlAs Schottky barrier enhancement layer, totaling about 200 nm in thickness. The NM was subsequently patterned using electron beam lithography and wet etching to define the detector mesas. Detailed processing parameters of the NM fabrication steps are summarized in Supplement 1 (Table S3). Next, metal contacts (20-nm/100-nm Ti/Au) were deposited on the NM and patterned via lift-off. Single-mode waveguides (450-nm-thick and 800-nm-wide) straddling across the detector mesas were then fabricated from thermally evaporated Ge23Sb7S70 chalcogenide glass films using a double-layer resist lift-off process [51–53]. Lastly, a second SU-8 layer (the top cladding, Microchem SU-8 2010) was spin coated, and windows were lithographically opened in the SU-8 layer to allow probe access to the metal contacts. The entire SU-8 encapsulated structure was delaminated from the handler wafer by immersing the wafer in dilute hydrofluoric acid (5.2 wt.%) for 30 min, and finally attached to a Kapton tape (KPT-1, kaptontape.com) to complete the fabrication process.

Figure 2(a) depicts the resulting multilayer structure of the flexible detector. The Kapton tape serves both as a structural support to facilitate handling and as an integral part enabling the MNA design with its silicone–polyimide bilayer structure. The MNA theory predicts that when a low-modulus silicone adhesive layer (Young’s modulus 1.5 MPa) is sandwiched between the stiff SU-8 (Young’s modulus 2 GPa) and polyimide (Young’s modulus 2.5 GPa) films, the soft silicone layer sustains large shear deformation and thereby effectively releases strains exerted on other laminae during bending [44]. Figure 2(b) plots the mechanical strain at the center plane of the NM as functions of the top and bottom SU-8 cladding layer thicknesses modeled using the MNA theory. The optimal designs correspond to the bolded line where the vanishing strain imparts extraordinary mechanical flexibility to the NM devices. The star symbol marks the experimentally realized device configuration where the actual SU-8 thicknesses were measured through cross-sectional SEM. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) plot the strain distribution in the fabricated device simulated using the finite element method (FEM) when it is bent to 0.8 mm radius. The simulation reveals that peak strain inside the NM is merely 0.07%, a 72-fold reduction compared to the largest strain in the entire stack. The dramatic strain suppression underlies the remarkable mechanical robustness of our device, despite the slight deviation from the ideal case due to imperfect SU-8 thickness control.

In our device, light is funneled into the detector through a single-mode ChG waveguide straddling across the NM mesa. The detector mesa length is 30 μm and the spacing between electrical contacts is 3 μm. This design simplifies the device fabrication process and leads to a high coupling efficiency with properly engineered waveguide modes. Figure 3(a) presents the optical intensity distribution in the waveguide-coupled detector structure modeled using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method along the center plane of the waveguide. The material parameters used in the simulation are summarized in Supplement 1 (Table S4). The model indicates an optical absorption efficiency of 86%, where 10% of light is lost at the junction between the waveguide and the detector mesa due to scattering and reflection, and 4% of light traverses across the structure without being absorbed. To gain further insight into the coupling mechanism, we plot the optical modal profiles in the input glass waveguide [Fig. 3(b)] as well as in the detector [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) inset]. As can be seen, the detector section (where the ChG waveguide sits on the NM) supports two guided supermodes, an even mode primarily confined in the high-index NM [Fig. 3(c)] and an odd mode that largely resides in the ChG waveguide [Fig. 3(d) inset]. Most input light is channeled into the symmetric NM supermode and strongly absorbed by the NM. This is also evident from Fig. 3(d), which shows the optical power flux (normalized to}
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic fabrication process flow of the flexible waveguide-integrated detector; (b) top-view optical micrograph of a detector prior to the SU-8 top cladding capping step.

Fig. 2. (a) Laminated structure of the flexible detector; (b) local strain at the NM layer versus the thicknesses of top and bottom SU-8 claddings predicted using the MNA theory; the star represents the experimentally realized device structure; (c), (d) strain distribution in the fabricated device computed using FEM; the red dashed lines mark the position of the NM layer.
input) along the detector mesa. The rapid decrease within the first 5 μm is attributed to strong attenuation of the NM supermode, which has a large modal absorption coefficient of 2.6 dB/μm. In contrast, the ChG waveguide supermode only weakly interacts with the NM and exhibits a much smaller modal absorption coefficient of 0.25 dB/μm. As a result, light coupled into the ChG waveguide supermode is not fully absorbed by the detector, which accounts for the long tail in Fig. 3(d).

The fabricated devices were characterized using a home-built setup illustrated in Fig. 4. Light from an external cavity tunable laser (LUNA Technologies OVA-5000) was coupled into the device under test (DUT) either via grating couplers or through fiber end fire coupling. For most optical tests, the grating coupling scheme was used, with the only exception being the spectral response measurement [Fig. 6(d)] since the grating couplers only operate over a narrow wavelength range. A second set of devices with cleaved edge coupling facets (but otherwise identical) were prepared specifically for the spectral response measurement. The samples were mounted on a pair of linear motion stages such that they can be deformed in situ during optoelectronic characterizations. Bending radii of the DUT were extracted from side-view optical images [Fig. 6(a)] using the image processing software ImageJ.

To quantify the dynamic response of the detector, laser light at 1530 nm wavelength was first modulated by an electro-optic modulator (Lucent model X2623Y) driven by a network analyzer (Keysight Technologies E5061B). The modulated signal was subsequently amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier before coupling into the detector. The photocurrent signal was transmitted through a G-S microwave probe (Cascade Microtech, Inc.) to the network analyzer to extract the scattering parameter $S_{21}$.

Loss and frequency roll-off of the modulator were calibrated in the bandwidth calculation.

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the measured dark and photo currents of the device. In Fig. 5(b) and our subsequent discussions, the optical power values are quoted as guided power in the waveguide estimated based on experimentally extracted coupling losses. Clear rectification behavior is observed in Fig. 5(a) with a low dark current of approximately 170 pA at 5 V bias, signaling that the InGaAs absorber layer and the InAlAs Schottky enhancement layer maintain high quality after substrate removal. The photocurrent at 5 V bias was measured using a lock-in amplifier at 30 kHz chopping frequency and is plotted as a function of optical power in Fig. 5(c). The device exhibits a linear response from the lowest optical power that we can reliably calibrate in our experiment (40 pW) up to 0.4 mW (beyond which deviations from the linear response curve become pronounced), indicating a large linear dynamic range (LDR) in excess of 70 dB. The responsivity within the range is 0.35 A/W, corresponding to an external quantum efficiency of 28%.

Figure 5(d) shows the measured frequency response of the device normalized to its static frequency response.
responsivity, from which a 3-dB bandwidth of 1.4 GHz is inferred at 5 V bias. As is evident from Supplement 1 (Table S1), both the LDR and speed of our device represent major improvements over the state-of-the-art of flexible detectors.

To understand the factors limiting the device bandwidth, we estimated the resistive-capacitive (RC) delay time constant and carrier transit time. The waveguide-integrated geometry prompts a small detector footprint with an estimated device capacitance of 3.5 fF. With a 50-Ohm load used in our measurement, the RC-limited bandwidth amounts to 9.1 THz, which assures that the device bandwidth is not bound by RC delay. On the other hand, assuming a hole drift velocity of $1.4 \times 10^4$ m/s based on data quoted for bulk In$_{0.53}$Ga$_{0.47}$As [54] yields a transit-time-limited bandwidth of 2.1 GHz, close to the measurement result of 1.4 GHz. The minor discrepancy likely arises from reduced carrier drift velocity in the NM compared to bulk semiconductors.

To evaluate the detector noise characteristics, we consider both dark-current shot noise and Johnson noise, while $1/f$ noise is discounted given the large 3-dB bandwidth of the detector. The respective noise power spectral densities are calculated according to [55]

$$S_s = 2qI_d \quad \text{(shot noise)},$$

$$S_J = \frac{4k_B T}{R} \quad \text{(Johnson noise)},$$

where $q$, $I_d$, $k_B$, $T$, and $R$ denote electron charge, detector dark current, the Boltzmann constant, temperature; and shunt resistance, respectively. The total noise is the sum of both noise components. SNR performance of the detector is quantified through the noise equivalent power (NEP),

$$\text{NEP} = \frac{\sqrt{S_s + S_J}}{R_f},$$

where $R_f$ is the photocurrent responsivity of the detector. We note that NEP, rather than specific detectivity ($D^*$), forms the most appropriate figure of merit for waveguide-integrated photodetectors. This is because unlike their free-space counterparts, the dependence of SNR on square root detector area does not apply to waveguide-integrated detectors. Our analysis reveals that the detector exhibits a room-temperature NEP of 0.02 pW · Hz$^{1/2}$, primarily limited by dark-current shot noise. This NEP figure represents, to the best of our knowledge, the lowest value reported for flexible detectors in the telecommunication wavelength range.

We also fabricated reference detectors on a rigid substrate with an otherwise identical structure, and no measurable difference in NEP was observed in the reference devices, indicating that the flexible substrate integration process does not adversely impact the detector SNR.

We further show that the exceptional optoelectronic performance metrics of the detector are maintained even under severe mechanical deformation. Figure 5(a), 6(b), and 6(c), respectively, compare the detectors’ dark current, responsivity and spectral response in their nondeformed and bent states. In the latter case, the results were taken when the device was bent to a radius of 0.8 mm and after 1000 bending cycles.
0.8 mm. The results validate that the detector performance is unaffected by large bending down to sub-millimeter radius, a feat which was not accomplished in previous NM photodetector devices. Figures 5(a) and 6(b) also show that the device’s dark current and responsivity remain unchanged after 1000 bending cycles at 0.8 mm radius. Such unprecedented mechanical ruggedness is attributed to the MNA mechanical design, which effectively suppresses strains at the NM during bending and thereby enhances material robustness.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we demonstrated a flexible photodetector simultaneously achieving an NEP of 0.02 pW · Hz\(^{1/2}\) at the telecommunication C-band, a LDR of over 70 dB, and a 3-dB bandwidth of 1.4 GHz, all of which set new records for flexible detectors. The significant improvements of SNR and speed over state-of-the-art detectors are made possible by a waveguide-integrated architecture that enhances light–matter interactions while maintaining a small device footprint. The waveguide-integrated detector uses chalcogenide glass as the monolithically integrated passive waveguide material and semiconductor NM as the active optoelectronic building block to combine the best of both worlds: the amorphous, low-temperature-processed ChG simplifies the integration process, whereas the pristine semiconductor material quality of single-crystalline NMs enables high speed and low noise.

In addition to its exceptional optical performance, our device also substantially outperforms previous NM devices in terms of mechanical robustness, leveraging a multi-neutral-axis configuration design. We show that the device can withstand 1000 bending cycles at 0.8 mm radius without measurable deterioration. The outstanding optoelectronic and mechanical performance of our device potentially pave the path towards many applications ranging from epidermal sensing to high-speed optical communications.

Both the device integration process and the MNA mechanical design are applicable to a wide array of flexible optoelectronic devices, such as optical modulators and light sources, which ultimately enables a fully integrated and flexible photonic integrated circuit.

Fig. 6. (a) Side-view of the device bent to a radius of \(R = 0.8\) mm; (b) responsivity of the detector measured at 0.8 mm bending radius and 1530 nm wavelength, after multiple bending cycles at \(R = 0.8\) mm: the data are normalized to the detector responsivity in its as-fabricated, flat state and the error bars correspond to standard deviations over measurements taken on three devices; (c) spectral response of a flexible detector across the C-band measured at its nondeformed and bent states: note that the spectral measurement is taken using the edge coupling method and on a different device (albeit with a nominally identical device design).
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